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I. INTRODUCTION

P
ICOSECOND optical pulse sources have been playing an important role in the study of ultrafast processes and there is a growing demand of short pulse generation in non-conventional wavelengths in ultrafast optical communications. However, high-quality picosecond laser is generally not available at some non-conventional wavelengths due to the lack of efficient gain medium. Fiber optical parametric amplifier [1] , offers ultra-fast response, wide-gain bandwidth [2] , high gain [3] and large wavelength detune from the pump [2] , allows efficient short pulse generation at non-conventional wavelengths via idler generation.
Previous efforts include utilizing conventional parametric gain to generate picosecond pulse over C/L-band [4] . In our previous work, we also proposed and demonstrated the generation of picosecond pulse at large wavelength detune ( 100 nm) from the pump using higher-order-dispersion-mediated phase matching in highly-nonlinear fiber (HNLF) [5] .
The availability of continuous-wave (CW) lasers at certain wavelength ( 1640 nm) or even longer wavelength limits the tunable range of this kind of picosecond source. Therefore, it is important to explore its corresponding oscillator configuration, which does not require any seeding light.
Conventionally, optical parametric oscillator (OPO) based on nonlinear effect of crystals is utilized for parametric oscillation [6] . This technique has a wide range of applications in optical research and development. However, this approach requires a dedicated alignment for optimal operation. Fiber optical parametric oscillators (FOPO), which based on nonlinear effect of optical fiber, eliminate the need for alignment and allow further integration with fiber components [7] . Using FOPO configuration, CW [8] - [10] and nanosecond [11] pulse generators have been demonstrated with wide wavelength tuning range. In the visible regime, widely-tunable picosecond FOPOs based on microstructure fiber (MF) have been demonstrated [12] - [15] . However, most telecommunication applications require sources in the spectral region near 1550 nm. Some other MF based FOPO [16] , DSF based FOPO [17] and HNLF based FOPOs [18] , [19] were designed to operated in this regime, but usually with limited tuning range ( 40 nm). In our previous work, picosecond FOPOs were demonstrated with tuning range of 250 nm around 1550 nm by tuning the pump wavelength [20] and 150 nm around 1550 nm by changing the cavity length [21] . The outputs were 10-ps pulse trains with linewidths of 2 nm. However, the fairly large time-bandwidth products (TBP) of the pulses indicated that they were far from transform-limited. Since transform-limited pulse generation is crucial to the success of long distance and high-bit-rate transmissions, building a widely-tunable FOPO with nearly-transform-limited pulse around 1550 nm is highly desirable.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the principle of FOPA and FOPO is investigated. In Section III, the previous picosecond pulse generation method using FOPA [5] is presented and the influence of the walk-off effect on signal pulsewidth is discussed. In Section IV, we then demonstrate a widely-tunable picosecond FOPO based on parametric gain by the same spool of highly-nonlinear dispersion-shifted fiber (HNL-DSF) but in a ring cavity configuration. This ring cavity is synchronously pumped with a picosecond mode-locked fiber laser (MLFL). Nearly-transform-limited sub-picosecond pulse is generated. The tuning range is as wide as 60 nm around 1550 nm, with wavelength span of over 100 nm. In Section V, we conclude our work and illustrate the future applications of our scheme, such as ultrafast communication in non-conventional wavelength bands. II. PRINCIPLE Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic diagram illustrating the principle of pulse generation in FOPA.
When the pulsed pump propagates with a CW signal through a nonlinear gain medium (e.g., HNL-DSF) for parametric amplification, the signal is amplified and a new wavelength component called idler is generated. When the same spool of HNL-DSF is deployed as the gain medium inside a cavity, such as Fig. 1(b) , only one pump is required as the input to the system. The parametric fluorescence will be amplified and fed back to the HNL-DSF as a seed. After multiple trips there will be significant signal and idler components at the output.
The signal and idler waveforms follow the pulse shape of the pulsed-pump as the amplification in FOPA depends on the instantaneous pump power. The pulsewidth of the generated signal and idler pulse is narrower than that of the pump pulse due to pulse compression effect inherited from exponential gain of FOPA [4] .
Phase-matching technique is required in order to generate signal and idler with substantial power. The phase matching condition is (1) where is the fiber nonlinear coefficient, is the incident pump power.
is the total phase mismatch, which can be approximated by the following equation [2] : (2) where is the frequency detune of signal (and therefore idler) from the pump, is the th order derivative of the propagation constant at the pump wavelength.
The shape of the gain spectrum is determined by the fiber dispersion profile. When and , it will operate as a conventional FOPA, which has a continuous gain spectrum around the pump. One the other hand, when and , i.e., the pump is in the normal dispersion regime, it is possible to generate idler and signal with frequency detune larger than the bandwidth of conventional FOPA.
III. PULSE GENERATION USING FOPA
The experimental setup of wideband picosecond pulse generator is shown in Fig. 2 . The pulsed pump can be generated by the sources shown in either inset (a) or inset (b) in Fig. 2 for different purposes (explained later). It is then amplified by EDFA1 and EDFA2, and filtered by TBPF1 and TBPF2 to produce a high-power, low-noise pump. The amplified pump is monitored through a 10/90 coupler and combined with a CW signal light from DFB laser. The combined light waves then pass through a circulator, and the reflected power is observed using a power meter. Since the linewidth of the pump pulse is larger than the bandwidth of the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) gain, the SBS is low and therefore the phase modulator used in [10] is not required to suppress the SBS. Afterwards, the signal and the pump are launched into a spool of 50-m HNL-DSF with nonlinear coefficient 14 W km , zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) 1554.7 nm and dispersion slope 0.035 ps/nm /km for parametric process. The output spectrum is monitored at an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) through a 1/99 coupler, the idler in S-band is selected through two WDM combiners and the waveform is observed using a digital communication analyzer (DCA). The receiver module used in the DCA is Agilent 86116A, which has an operating wavelength of 1000-1600 nm, an optical bandwidth of 53 GHz and an electrical bandwidth of 63 GHz.
The OPA gain spectra are examined using the pulse source shown in inset (a) of Fig. 2 . The pulsed pump is generated by intensity-modulating a CW DFB laser with narrow electrical pulse of 0.2% duty ratio and 200 kHz repetition rate. Thanks to slow gain dynamics of EDFA, pulse with high peak power is obtained with this low-duty-ratio input pulse. The pulsed pump is amplified to peak power of 20 W as measured after TBPF2 and the corresponding spontaneous emission spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 shows the spontaneous emission spectra from FOPA when the pump pulsewidth is 10 ns and pump wavelength is tuned from 1558 nm to 1542 nm. It is observed that the FOPA-generated spontaneous emission spectra, which estimate the gain, evolve from a continuous band for long pump wavelength to pairs of narrow discrete bands for pump wavelength below ZDW. The gain peak shifts gradually away from the pump when the pump moves further into normal dispersion regime, where the maximum separation of 98.8 nm between pump and gain peak is attained when the pump is at 1544 nm. Even though the exact reason for the limitation of the maximum separation is not yet clear, fluctuations of the ZDWs of the fiber have been investigated systematically and shown to be a detrimental factor for the parametric gain and efficiency [22] , [23] . However, researchers reported that the bandwidth limitation is not a result of dispersion fluctuations along the fiber by comparing the tuning range of FOPA with different lengths of fibers [11] , [24] . Further research is required to understand the exact reason of the limitation of the maximum separation.
Note that the previous pulsed pump (inset (a) of Fig. 2 ) is deployed to identify various gain spectra peak. To generate picosecond pulse, the nano-second pulse source is replaced by the picosecond pulse source shown in inset (b) of Fig. 2 . The pump is generated by a picosecond mode-locked fiber laser (MLFL) which generated short pulse with repetition rate of 10 GHz, pulsewidth of 10 ps and center wavelength of 1545 nm. The output from pulsed laser is intensity-modulated and filtered by a variable-bandwidth tunable bandpass filter (VBTBPF) to produce pump pulse with duty ratio of 0.17% and pulsewidth of 11.2 ps. Fig. 4 shows the spectra at HNL-DSF input and output. From the spectra, it can be observed that the pump, signal and idler suffer from spectral broadening due to self-pahse modulation (SPM) of the pump and cross-phase modulation (XPM) of the signal and idler due to the pump. A more accurate value of the FOPA gain can be obtained when the resolution of the spectra is reduced from 1 nm to 20 nm by running average. From the averaged spectra, the signal attains average gain of 6.3 dB. Suppose the duty ratio of the pump pulse is , and the power of the input CW signal is . After parametric amplification by a pulsed pump, only a portion of the signal will be amplified, from peak power to , and the total power of the amplified signal will be . The average gain can be calculated using (3) and the peak gain can be calculated using
Thus, the relationship between the peak gain and the average gain is
The peak gain is calculated to be 32.8 dB. Fig. 5 shows the waveforms of input pump pulse and output idler pulse. As can be observed from the waveforms, the pulsewidth of idler pulse is shorter than that of the pump pulse while having signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 22.5 dB. The pulse narrowing effect of the idler pulse is contributed by the exponential gain nature of FOPA. The actual idler pulsewidth is believed to be shorter than the measured value as the high amplitude ringing at pulse trailing edge suggests the measurement is limited by the bandwidth of the receiver in DCA. However, the pulse compression ratio is less than the theoretical value of 4 to 5 [4] . This is primarily caused by significant walk-off between the generated idler and the pump, which can be explained as follows.
To understand the effect of pulse walk-off in OPA, one may model the fiber as a large number of repeating units, where each unit consists of a nonlinear section responsible for OPA effect and a linear section for chromatic dispersion, as shown in Fig. 6 . Note that it is similar to the concept in split-step Fourier method (SSFM) [25] . In the first nonlinear section, the pump pulse amplifies part of the signal and generates idler pulse. When the pump, signal and idler go through the linear section, walk-off occurs as consequence of their difference in group velocities. In the normal dispersion regime ( nm), longer wavelength components travels faster than the shorter wavelength componets [25] , so the pump travels faster than the idler; on the contrary, in the anomalous-dispersion regime, shorter wavelength travels faster than the longer wavelength, so the pump also travels faster than the signal. Since the pump travels faster than the other waves, the pump pulse will displace from the signal and idler pulse. As a result, in the second nonlinear section, the pump pulse interacts with a different portion of the signal and idler wave which in effect generates a broader pulse. As the waves propagates along the fiber, the walk-off phenomenon aggregate and results in generating a broader pulse with less efficiency.
The walk-off, which is the time separation between signal (idler) and the pump after a single path through the fiber can be calculated approximately using the following equation [25] : (6) where is the signal wavelength, is the pump wavelength, is the propagation time of the wave- length after a single path through the fiber, is the fiber length, is the dispersion at wavelength , which can be calculated using (7) where is the dispersion slope of the fiber, is the ZDW of the fiber.
For nm and nm, will be 1502.5 nm. Then if we use (6) and (7) by considering the following fiber parameters: a ZDW of 1554.7 nm and a dispersion slope of 0.035 ps/nm /km, the fiber dispersion at 1502.5 nm is calculated to be ps/nm/km, and then the walk-off is calculated to be 7.65 ps, which is comparable to the pump pulsewidth. Therefore, if it is required to generate narrower picosecond pulses, the walk-off between the pump and the signal should be reduced.
IV. PULSE GENERATION USING FOPO
While the previous setup is able to generate pulses at large frequency detune from the pump using FOPA configuration, a seeding CW laser is required. However, the availability of CW lasers at certain wavelength potentially limits the tuning range of previous setup, we therefore use FOPO configuration which has a potentially wider tunability. Furthermore, in order to generate nearly-transform-limited sub-picosecond pulses, the walk-off between the signal and the pump would become a critical factor in limiting the signal pulsewidth as discussed in the previous section. Therefore, it is required to compromise the frequency detune to achieve a narrower pulsewidth for the same spool of HNL-DSF. The experimental setup of widely-tunable sub-picosecond pulse generator is shown in Fig. 7 . The pump is generated by a MLFL which generated short pulse with repetition rate of 10-GHz, pulsewidth of 2-ps. The output from pulsed laser is intensity-modulated by a 156.2-MHz electrical pulse with duty ratio of 1/64 to increase the peak power of the pump. It is then amplified by EDFA1 and EDFA2, and filtered by TBPF1 with a 1-nm bandwidth to produce a high-power, low-noise pump. The pump is broadened to 3.5 ps by the TBPF1. Afterwards, it pass through a circulator and the reflected power by SBS is monitored using a power meter. The average power of the pump is measured to be 60 mW after the circulator. Since the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise in the pump is also amplified by the EDFAs, the peak power of the pump is measured to be only 5 W using a DCA. Afterwards, it is coupled into the cavity for parametric amplification through the wavelength-division multiplexing coupler (WDMC), which has a cutoff wavelength of 1551 nm.
The same spool of HNL-DSF is deployed as the gain medium inside the cavity. A 50/50 coupler in the cavity provided 50% feedback and 50% output. The feedback branch is filtered by the TBPF2 with a bandwidth of 1 nm, so that only the idler (antiStokes wave) returns to the HNL-DSF through WDMC. Tuning is achieved by adjusting the center wavelength of TBPF2, from 1500 nm to 1550 nm. As a result, the FOPO is only singly resonant with the idler. The PC inside the cavity is used to align the state of polarization (SOP) of the idler with that of the pump, while the ODL in the cavity is used to adjust the cavity length thus the round trip time of the idler matches the pump repetition rate, so as to synchronize the idler with the pump.
The round trip loss of the cavity is measured to be 8.3 dB. The gain is calculated to be 24 dB in the case of perfect phase matching [11] : (8) where L is the fiber length, P is the peak power of the pump, is the nonlinear coefficient. The actual gain is perceived to be lower than this value, since the ZDW fluctuations and random birefringence along the HNL-DSF would lower the gain [2] . However, the gain can still exceed the cavity loss, such that stable oscillations can be achieved.
The FOPO output spectrum is monitored by an OSA through a 1/99 coupler. A VBTBPF with a 4-nm bandwidth is used to filter out the desired signal or idler. The pulsewidth of the signal (idler) is measured using an autocorrelator. Fig. 8 shows the optical spectra measured at the FOPO output port. The pump wavelength is fixed at 1555 nm and its spectrum is broadened due to SPM. Wavelength tuning can be achieved by tuning the center wavelength of the TBPF2 inside the cavity, and adjusting the ODL to compensate the GVD-induced cavity length change [21] . The pump power is slightly adjusted to maintain almost the same peak for all spectra. The achievable output tuning range is from 1511.5 nm to 1541.7 nm and from 1583.1 nm to 1613.2 nm, which is as wide as 60 nm, with wavelength span of over 100 nm. The smaller peaks occurred are higher order four-wave mixing (FWM) components. Further tuning is limited by 1) the walk-off between the pump and the signal, which increases with their wavelength separation and thereby decreases their interaction length 2) the gain region of the FOPA when the pump wavelength is set at 1555 nm. Fig. 9 shows the autocorrelation traces of different signal wavelengths measured by the autocorrelator. The real full-width half-maximum (FWHM) pulsewidth is calculated by assuming a sech pulse shape, multiplied the FWHM correlation width using a deconvolution factor of 0.648 [26] . The spectral width of signal at all wavelengths is 4 nm, same as the bandwidth of the VBTBPF. Fig. 10 shows the pulsewidth and the time-bandwidth product (TBP) as a function of signal wavelength. It can be observed that the pulsewidth of the idler is narrower than that of the pump (3.5 ps) because of the pulse compression effect [4] . The compression ratio matched well with the theoretical value of 4 to 5 [4] when the signal is close to the pump thus the walk-off between the signal and the pump is small. However, when the signal is detuned far away from the pump, the walk-off becomes larger, thus makes the signal pulse broader and the compression ratio smaller (2.5 to 4). The TBP is calculated to be around 0.37 to 0.61, which is slightly larger than that of the transform-limited soliton pulse, 0.315. The horizontal line in Fig. 10 shows the time-bandwidth product of the transformlimted pulse. This indicates that nearly-transform-limited pulses are generated across a 60-nm tuning range. This tuning range of nearly-transform-limited pulse around 1550 nm, is larger than those picosecond FOPOs reported [16] - [19] .
The main limiting factor of extending the tuning range of the sub-picosecond pulse generator is the walk-off between the pump and the signal. The larger the frequency detune, the larger the walk-off between the pump and signal, thus leading to a shorter interaction length of the signal and pump and a lower parametric gain. For a 50-nm wavelength separation between the pump and the signal, the walk-off will be 2 ps approximately for a 50-m HNL-DSF with a dispersion slope of 0.035 ps/nm /km by using (6) and (7). If we can use a relatively shorter fiber, for example, a fiber length of 10 m, a 2-ps walk-off will corresponding to a 112-nm separation, thus the wavelength tunability can be improved. That suggests such kind of FOPO has a potentially wide tunability.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a scheme to generate picosecond pulse based on narrowband OPA is demonstrated. By launching high power pulsed-pump in C-band into a short piece of HNL-DSF, parametric gain is observed at both S-band and L-band. With picosecond pulsed pump, high quality pulse is generated at 1460-nm with pulsewidth narrower than that of the pump. A widely-tunable picosecond FOPO based on HNL-DSF is also demonstrated. The output is continuously tunable from 1511 nm to 1541 nm and from 1583 nm to 1613 nm when the pump wavelength is fixed at 1555 nm. Nearly-transform-limited sub-picosecond pulses are generated with compression factor of 2.5 to 5. All these techniques would be useful for generating short pulse in non-conventional wavelength bands.
